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Abstract

A framework for proving Goldbach’s Conjecture involves a class of functions having the property

of Strong Series Concentricity.  For integer sequences generated by such functions, starting at any

arbitrary point, the set of partial sums formed by summing terms in one direction shares at least

one common element with the set of partial sums formed by summing in the opposite direction.

Applying a stochastic convergence argument to the set of prime gaps jip PPG �� , where

Pi,Pj are consecutive primes, suggests that pG  is Strongly Series Concentric, which provides a

sufficient condition for proving Goldbach’s Conjecture.  Some implications of this framework are

discussed.

Introduction

Goldbach’s Conjecture originated in 1742 in a letter to Euler [3, 12] and subsequently evolved to a form

stating simply that all even integers greater than 2 are the sum of two prime numbers.  Computer studies

have established this relationship up to 4 x 1014 [13] but no general proof of the conjecture has emerged.

This paper suggests a framework for proving the Goldbach Conjecture based on Series Concentricity, a

property of integer sequences generated by certain functions.  The key step in building this framework is

to show that the set of prime gaps ijp PPG �� , where ji PP , are consecutive primes, is Strongly

Series Concentric.  The proof focuses on the equivalence of pG  with a stochastic distribution around

the integer function )}(int{)( PLNPf � , where P is prime, from which it follows that for sufficiently

large P, the summation of pG  converges to the summation of )}(int{ PLN . Proving that )}(int{ PLN  is

itself Strongly Series Concentric completes the case.  The stochastic distribution that characterizes pG
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derives from the chaotic system of nonlinear polynomials underlying the complex composite numbers

xC  which take the form ba �30 , where � �31,29,23,19,17,13,11,7�b  and 0�a .  

Analysis

Theorem 1.  Goldbach’s Conjecture implies that all positive real integers N > 3 are Prime Concentric:

each N is associated with at least one pair of prime numbers (P,Q) such that QNNP ��� , and N is

therefore equidistant from both P and Q.

Proof:

For all E = 2N > 6, where N is a positive real integer, the simple form of Goldbach’s Conjecture states

that there exists at least one prime pair (P,Q), for which 

EQP �� .

Substituting and rearranging,

NNQP ���

QNNP ��� (1)

and N is equidistant from P and Q, for all N > 3.  QED.

Theorem 2.  There exists a class of function )(X�  on some number space � , which generates sets of

numbers nG  that have the following properties:

1. All sets nG  are infinite and all elements Gi are real integers.

2. The elements of any set nG  can be arrayed according to rules defined by )(X� on a line S

with an infinite number of slots Si, such that each element Gi occupies a slot Si.

3. Selecting any arbitrary slot Sx defines two subsets of nG , designated nU  and nD , such

that element U1 occupies slot Sx+1, U2 occupies slot Sx+2, etc., and element D1 occupies slot Sx-1,

D2 occupies slot Sx-2, etc.

4. For all possible subsets nU , nD  there exist positive real integers L,H 1�  such that

 ��
��

�

H

k
k

L

j
j UD

11

,

and the sets of partial sums formed from nU , nD  have at least one common value.
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Proof:

We designate all functions that have these properties as Series Concentric Functions, and all integer

sequences derived from such functions, under the conditions of Theorem 2, as Series Concentric

Sequences or Distributions.   To prove the existence of the class it is sufficient to demonstrate at least one

member of the class.  Three models are presented below.

Model 1. Repeating Value Functions.  Define )(X�  on � , the set of consecutive real integers N, to

produce nG  such that each iii XXG ��
�1  for all i.  Each element 1�iG  and the sequential

distribution into a linear array Si produces an infinite series of 1’s as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Series Concentricity for Repeating Value Function
nG … 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 …

iS … Sj-2 Sj-1 Sj … … … Sx-1 Sx Sx+1 … … … Sk Sk+1 Sk+2 …
nD … Dj+2 Dj+1 Dj … D3 D2 D1 U1 U2 U3 … Uk Uk+1 Uk+2 nU

...111
1

�����
�

L

j

jD �
�

����

H

k

kU
1

...111

Selecting Sx, we define nU , nD , and choosing L = 1 and H = 1, yields

11

1

1

���
�

DD
j

j  

�
�

��

1

1
1 1

k
k UU

and the two sets of partial sums have at least one common value, as required by Theorem 2.  

Model 1, although trivial, demonstrates the concept of Series Concentricity, and proves the existence of

the class.  An identical analysis applies to the more general case )()( 1 ii XXMX ���
�

, where M is a

positive integer constant, generating � �,...,, MMMGn � .  QED.

Model 2. Random Even Integer Distributions.  Define )(X� on � , the set of consecutive real integers

N, to produce nG  such that each element Gi is a random even integer, and for any given positive even

integer T, TGi ��0 .  Allocating Gi into Si produces a random sequence of even integers ranging from 2

to T as shown in Table 2.  Selecting Sx arbitrarily, we define nU , nD , each itself an infinite random

sequence of even numbers ranging from 2 to T.   
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Table 2. Series Concentricity for Random Even Integer Distribution
nG … 10 2 8 16 4 2 6 6 2 10 2 6 6 2 12 …

iS … Sj-2 Sj-1 Sj … … … Sx-1 Sx Sx+1 … … … Sk Sk+1 Sk+2 …
nD … Dj+2 Dj+1 Dj … D3 D2 D1 U1 U2 U3 … Uk Uk+1 Uk+2 nU

�
�

�����

L

j

jD
1

...16426 �
�

�����

H

k

kU
1

...62102

Proving Series Concentricity requires that the set of partial sums taken in the U-direction have at least one

common element with the set of sums taken in the D-direction.  Consider the following:

 

Since nU , nD  are both infinite sequences, and the order of addition does not matter over an infinite

number of terms, we may rearrange each set in ascending order

jDDDD ���� ...321      kUUUU ���� ...321

Since )(X�  generates Gi values randomly, the two distributions will tend toward identity as (j,k)

approach infinity, each distribution having equal numbers of 2’s, 4’s, etc.  Therefore, the sets of partial

sums for both functions must, in the limit, converge to equality, as required by Theorem 2.  Thus, Model

2 demonstrates Series Concentricity in certain random integer distributions.  QED.

Model 3. Random Even Integer Distributions on a LN(X) Base Function.  In Model 2 above, the

mean value of the random distribution was the same for every point on line S.  Consider now

defining )(X� on � , the set of consecutive positive real integers N, to produce nG  such that each

element Gi is a random even integer, and 

)()( XTGXS i ��

where S(X) and T(X) vary with X according to a variable function embedded in )(X� .  For this analysis

consider LN(X).  Thus, for each value of Xi of � , )(X� generates each Gi based on a distribution whose

mean value �  at Xi is given by )( iXLN .  The underlying distributions may be defined arbitrarily to be

Gaussian normal at each sampling point.  Figure 1 illustrates the operation of function )(X� .

Allocating Gi to Si and selecting Sx yields two infinite sequences of even numbers, as in Model 2 above,

but with the additional property that the cumulative mean value of kU  increases as ��k  in

proportion to )( kXLN .  Similarly, the cumulative mean value of jD  decreases incrementally

with )( jXLN .  Table 3 shows a sample segment.
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Table 3. Series Concentricity for Random Even Integer Distribution on LN(X) Base Function
nG … 6 12 4 6 2 10 2 6 10 2 10 2 18 4 14 …

iS … Sj-2 Sj-1 Sj … … … Sx-1 Sx Sx+1 … … … Sk Sk+1 Sk+2 …
nD … Dj+2 Dj+1 Dj … D3 D2 D1 U1 U2 U3 … Uk Uk+1 Uk+2 nU

�
�

�����

L

j

jD
1

...62102 �
�

�����

H

k

kU
1

...210210

To prove that this function is Series Concentric, two propositions need to be established: 1) LN(X) has an

integer form that is Series Concentric; and 2) Model 3 converges to this form.

1.  To prove that LN(X) is Series Concentric, we define a new )(X�  on Xi such that )}(int{ ii XLNG � ,

where )}(int{ iXLN  is defined as )( iXLN  rounded to the nearest integer.  Distributing into iS

produces a slowly increasing monotonic sequence of integers from ��0 , with long segments of

repeating values, as illustrated in Table 4.  There are two options for choosing Sx:
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Case 3.1.  Select Sx within a repeating sequence where 11 ��
�� xxx GGG .  This clearly reduces to Model 1

above for Repeating Value Functions and thus the sequence is Series Concentric for all such points.

Table 4. Series Concentricity for int{LN(X)}
nG … 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 … 8 8 8 9 9 …

iS … Sj-2 Sj-1 Sj Sk Sk+1 Sk+2 …
nD … Dj+2 Dj+1 Dj Uk Uk+1 Uk+2 nU

D1 Sx U1 D1 Sx U1
Case 3.2 Case 3.1

 

Case 3.2.  Select Sx at the “step” between integer values where 11 ��
�� xxx GGG  (or 11 ��

�� xxx GGG ).

Provided that the sequences of repeating values are sufficiently long on either side of the “step”, we can

prove Series Concentricity by choosing 1UL � , the value above the step, and 1DH � , the value below

the step.  Summing both sequences, 

� �
� �

���

1 1

1 1
1111

U

j

D

k
kj UUDDUD

and Theorem 2 holds.

Note that the assumption of sufficiently long repeating value segments is valid for )}(int{ XLN , as it is

easily demonstrated that the lengths of the repeating sequences always exceed the numerical value of

)}(int{ XLN  at every step increase.  Table 5 shows a sample portion.

Table 5.  Step Values vs Repeating Segment
Lengths for int{LN(X)}

Value of X at
Step Transition int{LN(X)} Repeating

Segment Length
2 1 3
5 2 8

13 3 21
34 4 57
91 5 154

245 6 421
666 7 1143

1809 8 3106
4915 9 8445

2.  To prove that the set nG  defined in Model 3 converges to )}(int{ XLN , we note that )(X� , by

definition, is equivalent to the random sampling of Gaussian normal distributions around LN(Xi) at each
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Xi, as shown in Figure 1. Under these conditions the sampling distribution across all Xi must approximate

the underlying function LN(Xi) and the cumulative summation must approximate the integral of )(XLN as

� �
�

�
��

n

mi

n

m
iii XLNXXG )()( 1

n increases.  Computing the cumulative mean at each Xi and rounding to the nearest integer will

regenerate the function )}(int{ XLN to any degree of precision for n sufficiently large.  Thus, nG  must

be convergent with )}(int{ XLN .  Model 3 is therefore Series Concentric. QED.

Theorem 3.  Within the set of Series Concentric functions, there exists a subset of functions that has the

additional property of Gap Interpolation, defined as follows:

1. For every Si containing element Gi there exists an Index integer Ii such that 01 ���
� iii GII .

The initial Index value I0 may be set arbitrarily.

2. For any set nG  defined by Theorem 2, an integer Ix may be arbitrarily selected, where

1��� ixi III , which defines two subsets of nG , designated nU �  and nD� , such that the

value of ,132 ,
�

���� ii GDGD , etc., and 3322 ,
��

���� ii GUGU , etc.  nU �  and nD�  are

distributed in nS  such that element 2U � occupies slot Sx+2,, 3U � occupies slot Sx+3 , etc., and

element 2D�  occupies slot Sx-1 , 3D�  occupies slot Sx-2 , etc., leaving slots Si and Si+1 unoccupied. 

3. Slot Si is assigned value 1��� ix IID� , and slot Si+1 is assigned value xi IIU ��� .  Setting

1UU ���  and 1DD ��� , both values may be included in sets nU �  and nD� , respectively, and

1��� iGDU �� .  

4. For all possible subsets nU � , nD�  there exist integers L’,H’ (positive, real, 1� ) such that

��
��

���

'

1

'

1

H

k
k

L

j
j UD

and the sets of partial sums formed from nU �  and nD�   have at least one common value.

Proof:

Theorem 3 introduces an Index set nI  for which nG  represents the sequence of gaps between the

elements Ii.  Instead of selecting Sx as in Theorem 2 above, the selection is made on the set nI .

Selecting ix II �  is equivalent to selecting Sx in Theorem 2, and the same analysis applies.  But Theorem

3 implies the additional property of Gap Interpolation, which means that we may select any point
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intermediate between any Ii and Ii-1, for which there is no associated explicit value Gi and therefore no

specific Sx. Theorem 3 states that for certain functions, such selection of Ix does not materially alter the

property of Series Concentricity.  Such functions and their distributions are designated Strongly Series

Concentric.  Table 6 summarizes the algorithm for defining for Gap Interpolation.

Table 6. Definition of Gap Interpolation
Ix

nI … Ii-2 Ii-1 Ii Ii+1 Ii+2 …

nG … Gi-2 Gi-1 Gi Gi+1 Gi+2 …

iS … Si-2 Si-1 Si Si+1 Si+2 …

'nD … D4’ D3’ D2’ D� U� U2’ U3’ U4’ …
… Gi-2 Gi-1 Gi D� U� Gi+2 Gi+3 Gi+4 …

��
��

�����

'

2

'

2

H

k
k

L

j
j UUDD ��

��
��

���

'

1

'

1

H

k
k

L

j
j UD

The second equation above assumes D�  and U�  are folded into jD�  and kU � . Proving the existence

of Strongly Series Concentric functions and their associated distributions requires the demonstration of at

least one member of the class.  The three Models presented above are again considered.

Model 1.  Repeating Value Functions. Consider  ii XXX ���
�1)( , where Xi are even integers.

Computing nG  and distributing over nS  generates an infinite series of 2’s as shown in Table 7.

Taking 1��� iii IGI , and 00 �I , we have � �,...6,4,2�nI , the set of positive even numbers.  

Table 7. Gap Interpolation for Repeating Gap Functions
Ix = 97

nI … 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 100 102 104 106 108 110 …

nG … 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 …
iS … Sj-2 Sj-1 Sj … … Si-1 Si Si+1 … … … Sk Sk+1 Sk+2 …

'nD … Dj+2’ Dj+1’ Dj’ … D3’ D2’ D� U� U2’ U3’ … Uk’ 'nU
… … 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 …

Selecting Ix such that 1��� ixi III , compute D� and U�

1��� ix IID�
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11 ���
� xx IIU�

Choosing 2'�L and 2'�H , yields

321

321

2

2

2

2

�����

�����

�

�

�

�

k
k

j
j

UU

DD

�

�

and the sets of partial sums share a common value, as required for Strong Series Concentricity.  Thus,

there exists at least one member of the class of Strong Series Concentric functions, which is sufficient to

prove Theorem 3.  QED.

Note that certain other repeating value functions fail the test of Strong Series Concentricity.  For example,

consider ii XXX ���
�1)( , where Xi are positive integers of the form � �,...9,6,33 �n .   Following the

same steps as above, we generate the sets illustrated in Table 8.  

Table 8. Failure of Gap Interpolation for Certain Repeating Gap Functions
Ix = 97

nI … 78 81 84 87 90 93 96 99 102 105 108 111 114 117 …
… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 …

iS … Sj-2 Sj-1 Sj … … Si-1 Si Si+1 … … … Sk Sk+1 Sk+2 …
… Dj+2’ Dj+1’ Dj’ … D3’ D2’ D� U� U2’ U3’ … Uk’ Uk+1’ Uk+2’ 'nU

… … 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 …

Summing nU �  and nD� ,

...3332'

...3331'

'

2

'

2

������

������

�

�

�

�

H

k

k

L

j

j

UU

DD

�

�

and the two sets of partial sums cannot share a common value.  The inequality introduced in D�  and U�

perpetuates across all partial sums due to the rigidity of nG .  This )(X�  fails the test of Strong Series

Concentricity, although it remains Series Concentric under Theorem 2.

Model 2.  Random Even Integer Distributions. Consider the same function )(X�  defined in Model 2

above for which nG  is a random distribution of even numbers such that TGi ��0 , where T is an

arbitrary even integer.  Computing and distributing according to Theorem 3 generates the sets illustrated
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in Table 9.  The partial sums are computed similarly to Model 2 (see Table 2), except that D� substitutes

for Gi and U� substitutes for Gi+1.  But, by definition, 1��� iGUD �� , and therefore TUD ��� , , and

both values are within the same range limits as the random integers generated by )(X� .  

Table 9. Gap Interpolation for Random Even Integer Distributions
Ix = 63

nI … 27 37 39 47 51 53 59 65 67 77 83 87 93 95 …

nG … 4 10 2 8 4 2 6 6 2 10 6 4 6 2 …
iS … Sj-2 Sj-1 Sj … … Si-1 Si Si+1 … … … Sk Sk+1 Sk+2 …

'nD … Dj+2’ Dj+1’ Dj’ … D3’ D2’ D� U� U2’ U3’ … Uk’ Uk+1’ Uk+2’ 'nU
… … 10 2 8 4 2 6 4 2 2 10 6 4 6 2 …

Since pairs � �1,
�ii GG  and � �UD �� ,  are both generated randomly, and both fall within the same numeric

range, substituting one pair for the other in distributions nU �  and nD�  does not materially affect the

characteristics of the distribution or the process of selecting 'L and 'H  for the evaluation of partial sums.

Stated differently, )(X�  has an equal likelihood of generating nG  with either � �1,
�ii GG  or � �UD �� ,

in slots Si and Si+1.  By Theorem 2, both such outcomes would be Series Concentric, and therefore, the

transformation of one distribution into the other retains the property of Series Concentricity, which

satisfies the requirement of Gap Interpolation.  Thus, random integer distributions of this type have the

property of Strong Series Concentricity.  QED.

Note that selecting Ix even or odd in the above model has no material effect on the proof.  If, for Ix odd,

we have � �UD �� , , then for Ix even, we would have � �1,1 �UD �� �  and 1��� iGUD ��  remains as

above.  Selection of 'L and 'H  and the computation of partial sums proceeds as before, except that each

partial sum is an odd number.

Model 3. Random Even Integer Distributions on a LN(X) Base Function.  Consider the function

)(X� defined in Model 3 above.  Operating on a base function )()( XLNXf � , )(X� generates a

distribution of random even integers such that the value at Xi is a random element of a normal distribution

with mean )( iXLN�� .  Model 3 was shown above to be Series Concentric.  To establish Model 3 as

Strongly Series Concentric, it is sufficient to show that )}(int{ XLN meets the requirements of Gap

Interpolation.
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Taking the sets generated in Table 4 above, creating nI  and selecting Ix as defined in Theorem 3, we

generate a distribution such as that shown in Table 10.  For cases where DU �� �  and Ix falls along a

repeating sequence in nG , then Model 1 applies, and Gap Interpolation is demonstrated.  

Table 10. Gap Interpolation for int{LN(X)}
Ix = 1838

nI … 1778 1785 1792 1799 1817 1825 1833 1841 1849 … 4897 4905 4914 4923 …
nG … 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 … 8 8 9 9 …
iS … Sj-2 Sj-1 Sj … … Si-1 Si Si+1 … … … Sk Sk+1 Sk+2 …

… Dj+2’ Dj+1’ Dj’ … D3’ D2’ D� U� U2’ U3’ … Uk’ 'nU
… 7 7 7 8 8 8 5 3 8 … 8 8 9 9 …

For cases where DU �� � and Ix falls along a repeating sequence in nG , then Model 1 fails (see Table

8) until a “step” in nG  is reached.  Therefore, the critical case is to prove Gap Interpolation for Ix

selected precisely at a step transition in nG .  To address this case, we utilize property 3 of Theorem 3:

UGD
GUD

x

x

��

��

��

��

where 1�� ix GG , the value above the step.  Computing the partial sums below the step, then

)1()1(
2

����������
�

xxx

S

j
j GjUGGjDDD ���

where S is the number of iterations before the next lower step is reached.  Computing partial sums above

the step

)(
2

x

T

k
k GkUUU �����

�

��

where T is the number of iterations before the next higher step is reached.  Setting Mkj ��  to evaluate

over exactly M iterations above and below the step, the two expressions are equal whenever

)()1( xxx GMUGMUG ����� ��

UGM x �2��

for which there is always a positive integer solution when UGx �2� .  If UGx �2� , then:

DGU x �� ��

)1(
2

������
�

x

S

j
j GjDDD ��
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)()(
2

xxx

T

k
k GkDGGkUUU ��������

�

���

)()1( xxx GMDGGMD ����� ��

xGDM �� �2

and a similar result is obtained for which there is always a positive integer solution.  When ,DU �� � the

partial sums are immediately equal; no additional iterations are needed.  Thus, for values of Ix located at a

step transition in the function )}(int{ XLN , and ,DU �� �  the partial sums always reach equality exactly

M iterations above and below the step, where

�
�

�
�
�

�

�

�
�

� DG
UG

M
x

x

�

�

2
2

.

This completes the requirements for proving Gap Interpolation for random integer distributions

convergent on a )(XLN  base function.  Such functions are therefore Strongly Series Concentric.  QED.

Theorems 1-3 establish the foundation for proving Goldbach’s Conjecture.  Theorem 1 shows that under

Goldbach all integers > 3 are equidistant from at least one pair of prime numbers.  Theorem 2 defines a

class of Series Concentric functions for which the sets of partial sums starting at an arbitrary point and

summing in opposite directions always have at least one common element.  Theorem 3 defines a Strong

form of Series Concentricity where any arbitrary value from an Index sequence created from the original

Series Concentric sequence may be used as a starting point for the partial sums.  These theorems apply to

Goldbach’s Conjecture as follows:

Theorem 4.  The sequence of gaps pG  between prime numbers, where 1��� iii PPG  for consecutive

primes � �ii PP ,1� , is Strongly Series Concentric.

Proof:

The focus of the proof is that pG  is equivalent to Model 3 defined above.  That is, the distribution of

gaps between prime numbers converges in the limit to an equivalent stochastic integer distribution over a

base function )}(int{ XLN .  The proof has seven propositions: 

1. The predicted value of the prime gap at point P is given approximately by LN(P).  Gauss,

Legendre, and others [2, 4, 8] developed and proved the Prime Number Theorem which states that the

number of primes X� is approximated by:
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dX
XLN

XLiX
x
�
�

�

��

2 )(
1)()(� (2)

where )(X�  is the prime counting function.  Analytic improvements have raised the accuracy of this

approximation, but )(XLi  remains a useful asymptotic model of the prime counting function.

Differentiating (2) and taking the inverse, we have:

)(
1)(

XLNdX
Xd

�

�

)(XLN
d
dX

�

�

,

the latter expressing the approximate incremental value of the gap between adjacent primes at any given

point X.  Thus, given P0, the expected value of the gap between P0 and the next smallest prime is G0 =

LN(P0), and the base function for the distribution of expected prime gaps is given by

)()( iip PLNPGG �� .

2. The set of actual prime gaps pG  forms a stochastic distribution around LN(Pi).  As suggested

by Table 11, the actual values of the prime gaps depart considerably from the predicted value computed 

by LN(Pi).  A substantial body of work [see 15], both analytical [1, 5, 6, 7, 14] and computational [10, 11,

16], suggests that the distribution of prime numbers and prime gaps may be characterized to reasonable 

Table 11. Prime Gaps: Actual (Gp) vs Predicted (LN(Pi)
iP 131 137 139 149 151 157 163 167 173 179 181 191 193 197 199
pG 4 6 2 10 2 6 6 4 6 6 2 10 2 4 2

… 4.88 4.92 4.93 5.00 5.02 5.06 5.09 5.12 5.15 5.19 5.20 5.25 5.26 5.28 5.29 …

accuracy by stochastic analysis.  Although, in principle, the distribution of primes and prime gaps are

mathematically determined, it appears that the variation between actual and predicted the prime gaps for a

given set iP  may be approximated statistically to any arbitrary error level, provided that the set iP

can be taken arbitrarily large.  For example, Figure 2 shows the error distribution of )}(int{ ip PLNG �

for 043,300�iP .  The result is a skewed normal distribution, which is consistent with the Central Limit

Theorem [9] for a set of random variates.
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3. The stochastic properties of pG  reflect the stochastic properties of the set of composite

numbers.  Estimating the degree to which pG  converges on an equivalently constrained random

distribution may be approached by evaluating the relationship among primes and composite numbers:

     CPN �� (3)

where N  is the set of all positive real integers, P  is the distribution of prime numbers, and C  is the

distribution of composite integers.  It follows from (3) that P  is inextricably linked to C , and as N

is entirely regular and orderly, the degree of complexity of P  can be no less than that of C .  Since

pG  can be no less complex that P , it follows that pG  must also reflect the complexity of C .

4. The set of complex composites is the product of a chaotic system.  Set C  has two subsets:

xs CCC ��

where sC  is the set of “simple” composites � �,...12,10,9,8,6,4�sC , having smallest prime factors of 2,

3, or 5.  xC  is the set of “complex” composites � �,...121,119,91,77,49�xC  having smallest prime
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 factors 7� .  All sC , xC , and P  have one of the form types shown in Table 12.

Table 12.  Elementary Form Types for Composites and Primes

Simple (Cs) and Primes 2,3,5 Complex (Cx) and Primes > 5

A B C D E F G H I J K
2(n+1) 3(n+1) 5(n+1) 30n + 7 30n + 11 30n + 13 30n + 17 30n + 19 30n + 23 30n + 29 30n + 31

Slot 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Cs A B A C A A B A A A C A A A B A A C A B A A
Cx|Pi D E F G H I J K

For any integer n, the range 230 �n to 3130 �n  represents a repeating 30-slot module, of which 8 slots,

designated D-K in Table 12, hold either primes (> 5) or complex composites.  In effect, the primes and

composites “compete” for these slots, and the stochastic properties of the two sets may be evaluated by

the predictability that any given slot will be occupied by a prime or a complex composite.  

The values of C  are defined by the combinations shown in Table 13, and the system of polynomials

underlying the set is shown in Table 14.  The following analysis focuses on set xC .

Table 13.  Formation of Composites by Combining Form Types from Table 12 
A B C D E F G H I J K
A B C

D DD DE DF DG DH DI DJ DK
E EE EF EG EH EI EJ EK
F FF FG FH FI FJ FK
G GG GH GI GJ GK
H HH HI HJ HK
I II IJ IK
J JJ JK
K KK

Type Simple (Cs) Complex (Cx)

Tables 13 and 14 reveal several important characteristics of the system underlying xC :

1. Large: 36 unique interacting polynomials with 72 independent variables.

2. Nonlinear: each polynomial has the basic form axy+bx+cy+d.

3. Infinite: each independent variable may take any value from ��0 .

4. Recurrent: the output values of every polynomial are inputs for every polynomial.

5. Each polynomial outputs to only one of the 8 elementary form types D-K.

6. Each elementary form type is populated by 4-6 different polynomials.  
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Table 14.  Composite Polynomials (b,n,m: real integers � 0)

Types Combinations Factors Polynomials
A  (2a, a>1) A (2)(n) 2n
B  (3a, a>1) B (3)(n) 3n
C  (5a, a>1) C (5)(n) 5n

DK (30m + 7)(30n + 31) 900nm+210n+930m+217
EG (30m + 11)(30n + 17) 900nm+330n+510m+187
FH (30m + 13)(30n + 19) 900nm+390n+570m+247

D  (30b + 7)

IJ (30m + 23)(30n + 29) 900nm+690n+870m+667
DI (30m + 7)(30n + 23) 900nm+210n+690m+161
EK (30m + 11)(30n + 31) 900nm+330n+930m+341
FG (30m + 13)(30n + 17) 900nm+390n+510m+221

E  (30b + 11)

HJ (30m + 19)(30n + 29) 900nm+570n+870m+551
DH (30m + 7)(30n + 19) 900nm+210n+570m+133
EI (30m + 11)(30n + 23) 900nm+330n+690m+253
FK (30m + 13)(30n + 31) 900nm+390n+930m+403

F  (30b + 13)

GJ (30m + 17)(30n + 29) 900nm+510n+870m+493
DE (30m + 7)(30n + 11) 900nm+210n+330m+77
FJ (30m + 13)(30n + 29) 900nm+390n+870m+377
GK (30m + 17)(30n + 31) 900nm+510n+930m+527

G  (30b + 17)

HI (30m + 19)(30n + 23) 900nm+570n+690m+437
DD (30m + 7)(30n + 7) 900nm+210n+210m+49
EJ (30m + 11)(30n + 29) 900nm+330n+870m+319
FF (30m + 13)(30n + 13) 900nm+390n+390m+169
GG (30m + 17)(30n + 17) 900nm+510n+510m+289
HK (30m + 19)(30n + 31) 900nm+570n+930m+589

H  (30b + 19)

II (30m + 23)(30n + 23) 900nm+690n+690m+529
DJ (30m + 7)(30n + 29) 900nm+210n+870m+203
EF (30m + 11)(30n + 13) 900nm+330n+390m+143
GH (30m + 17)(30n + 19) 900nm+510n+570m+323

I  (30b + 23)

IK (30m + 23)(30n + 31) 900nm+690n+930m+713
DG (30mn + 7)(30n + 17) 900nm+210n+510m+119
EH (30m + 11)(30n + 19) 900nm+330n+570m+209
FI (30m + 13)(30n + 23) 900nm+390n+690m+299

J  (30b + 29)

JK (30m + 29)(30n + 31) 900nm+870n+930m+899
DF (30m + 7)(30n + 13) 900nm+210n+390m+91
EE (30m + 11)(30n + 11) 900nm+330n+330m+121
GI (30m + 17)(30n + 23) 900nm+510n+690m+391
HH (30m + 19)(30n + 19) 900nm+570n+570m+361
JJ (30m + 29)(30n + 29) 900nm+870n+870m+841

K  (30b + 31)

KK (30m + 31)(30n + 31) 900nm+930n+930m+961
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These characteristics are consistent with a chaotic system, which manifests itself in unpredictability, as n

gets large, whether any given Cx|P slot defined in Table 12 will be occupied by a prime or a complex

composite.  The source of this unpredictability is in the intrinsic complexity of solving a system of 36

nonlinear recurrent polynomials in 72 independent variables where the range of each variable extends to

infinity.  This system resists analytic simplification and ultimately overwhelms computational capacity.

For large values, predictability for any given Cx|P slot therefore must tend toward zero.

5. The chaotic system underlying xC  converges to a random function in the limit as Sx �� .

Arguably, the proposition that a given number sequence is random cannot be decided by evaluating the

sequence alone.  Consider two sequences,

…2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2…

…2,2,5,6,5,2,8,10,8,5,9,3,9,2,8…

Without additional knowledge of the origin of each set, neither can be proved random or ordered.

Probability Theory permits each sequence to be both, and taken alone both definitions are equally valid.

In other words, for all number sequences the propositions necessary and sufficient to prove randomness or

orderliness reside in the system that generates the number sequence, not in the sequence itself.

Determining whether a sequence is ordered or random depends entirely on whether the outcome of the

next iteration of the underlying system can be predicted.  If it can, we may argue that the sequence is

ordered.  If it cannot, then both explanations remain open, but we converge one incremental step to

randomness.  Thus, there are two equally valid definitions for set xC :

1) an ordered sequence generated by a specific function on some number space; and

2) the combination of disordered sequences generated by a set of chaotic functions based on the

polynomial system defined in Table 14.

Consider � � � � � �,...,,,,, 321 mnmnmnK ���� , where n,m are independent variables, and � �mni ,�

is the set of all possible generator functions that combine n,m into the elementary form types defined in

Table 12 and thence into the polynomials defined by Tables 13 and 14.  Thus, K  is a chaotically

derived integer set equivalent to xC  under definition 2.  For any given slot Sx defined in Table 12, we

define an uncertainty term 0)( �xS�  which reflects the predictability of whether Sx is an element of xC

or of P .  Reduction to 0)( �xS�  for all x requires the complete specification of all � �mni ,�  as

��imn ,, .  In other words, to specify xC  completely, each possible outcome of � �mni ,�  must be

evaluated for each given slot Sx. But, by definition, “predictability” that can only be achieved by the
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evaluation of an infinite set of outcomes implies an underlying system that tends toward randomness.

Thus, taking Sx very large, the error distributions of stochastic approximations ( )( xS S� ) remain constant,

while the errors of the functional specifications ( )( xF S� ) must eventually grow large, as the infinitudes

of possible outcomes overwhelm the evaluation process.  For complex, analytically irreducible systems,

1
)(
)(

lim �
�� iF

iS

i S
S

�

�

,

and the predictability of the stochastic models eventually equal or exceed the functional models for very

large Sx.  In the limit then, xC  must be convergent with a random distribution with equivalent

parameters as Sx �� .

6. P  and pG  also converge to equivalent random distributions in the limit as Sx �� .

As shown in Proposition 4 above, sets P  and xC  “compete” for slots in the set of form types D-K

defined in Table 12.  If, for any slot Si, if there exists no integer pair (n,m) which solves at least one of the

polynomials associated with Si, then the slot is occupied by a prime number.  Since the number and

distribution of slots S  in any given module n is fixed, then

xCSP �� .

It follows that P  can be no less chaotic than xC , and as xC  converges to an equivalent random

distribution in the limit, so must P .  Since pG  derives directly from P , it follows that pG  must

also converge to an equivalent random distribution in the limit as P grows large. 

7. Convergence to a random distribution implies that pG  is Strongly Series Concentric.

The convergence pG  to an equivalent random distribution, combined with Proposition 1, implies that

pG  is equivalent to Model 3 above, and is therefore Strongly Series Concentric.  Strong Series

Concentricity in pG  implies that every integer N > 3 is concentric to at least one pair of prime numbers

(P,Q), such that Equation (1) in Theorem 1 is satisfied:

QNNP ���

from which it follows

ENQP ��� 2
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for all E > 6, as required by the Goldbach Conjecture.  The conjecture for E = 4 and E = 6 may be

verified manually.  QED.

Table 15 illustrates a segment of pG .  This example shows two (L’,H’) pairs, (2,3) and (4,5), that

produce equal partial sums.  These correspond to prime pairs (163,181) and (151,193), each member of

which is equidistant from Ix = 172.

Table 15. Series Concentricity of Set Gp

Ix = 172

P … 137 139 149 151 157 163 167 173 179 181 191 193 197 199 …
pG … 6 2 10 2 6 6 4 6 6 2 10 2 4 2 …

S … Sj-2 Sj-1 Sj … … Si-1 Si Si+1 … … … Sk Sk+1 Sk+2 …
… Dj+2’ Dj+1’ Dj’ … D3’ D2’ U� U2’ U3’ … Uk’ 'nU
… 2 10 2 6 6 4 5 1 6 2 10 2 4 2 …
… 35 33 23 21 15 9 5 1 7 9 19 21 25 27

...4210261

...266645

'

2

'

2

��������

���������

�

�

�

�

H

k
k

L

j
j

UU

DD

�

�

 

Discussion

Goldbach’s Theorem implies that every integer N > 3 is associated with at least one pair of prime

numbers (P,Q), each of which is equidistant from N.  We call this property Prime Concentricity, meaning

that N bisects the prime segment PQ and a circle with radius NP would also pass through Q.  Prime

Concentricity appears to be a fundamental property of all positive real integers.  

The term Series Concentricity refers to a more general concept, of which Prime Concentricity is a special

case.  Series Concentricity refers to the property of integer sequences produced by certain functions that,

starting at any arbitrary point in the sequence, the set of partial sums taken in one direction always shares

a common element with the set of partial sums taken in the other direction.  The range of functions that

possess this property is not known.  However, some preliminary computational tests suggest that the

property is quite robust in random integer distributions in the range .000,22 �� iG   In contrast, rapidly
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diverging functions such as 2)( xx ��  do not seem to show Series Concentricity for any significant

portion of their range.

The Strong form of Series Concentricity introduces Gap Interpolation, which permits the insertion of

starting points between elements of the initial Series Concentric sequence.  In the prime gap distribution,

for example, the Index distribution is simply the sequence of prime numbers.  Gap Interpolation means

that any nonprime starting point may be selected and the Series Concentric property remains intact.  The

implication of Gap Interpolation is that certain number sequences will tolerate the substitution of values

within certain limits without affecting the eventual intersection of the sets of partial sums.  Random

integer sequences should be more tolerant of such substitutions than rigid repeating value functions or

those with high divergence.

Proposition 5 in the proof of Theorem 4 may be controversial.  The path from complex to random is

treacherous and the steps taken above require deeper analysis.  The notion that the same number sequence

can be both ordered and random, and that both definitions may be used in proofs, may seem bizarre.  But

it is no more so than the mathematical notion of a photon being both wave and particle, or a particle

taking two paths simultaneously through an experimental apparatus.  The fact is, for large N, practical

prediction whether a given slot of type D-K will be occupied by a prime or a complex composite has a

non-zero error term.  This does not negate the proposition that primes and composites can be analytically

specified, indeed a specification is given in Tables 12-14.  It does say that the specification is complex,

and that its operation may not satisfy the requirements of predictive analysis.  The more complex and

irreducible the specification, the more the problem converges to the stochastic.  At a certain point, the

error associated with the stochastic definition may reach parity with that of the functional definition.  We

argue that such parity governs at the error levels required to demonstrate Strong Series Concentricity in

integer distributions such as pG .
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